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ON TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF THE FORMAL POWER
SERIES SUBSTITUTION GROUP
I. BABENKO, S. BOGATYI
Abstrat. Certain topologial properties of the group J (k) of all formal one-variable
power series with oeients in a topologial unitary ring k are onsidered. We show, in
partiular, that in the ase when k = Q the group J (Q) has no ontinuous bijetions into
a loally ompat group. In the ase when k = Z supplied with disrete topology, in spite
of the fat that the group J (Z) has ontinuous bijetions into ompat groups, it annot
be embedded into a loally ompat group. In the nal part of the paper the ompression
property for topologial groups is onsidered. We establish the ompressibility of J (Z).
Let k be a ommutative ring with identity element. Further on we always suppose k
be a topologial ring, if a topology is not indiated expliitly we suppose it to be disrete.
Consider the set J (k) of all formal power series in the variable x with oeients in k
having the form :
f(x) = x+ α1x
2 + α2x
3 + ... = x(1 + α1x+ α2x
2 + ...), αn ∈ k. (1)
This set beomes a group under the operation of the substitution of series and then
removing the parentheses and olleting similar terms (f. [7℄) : f ◦ g = f
(
g(x)
)
. The
general algebrai properties of the group J (k) were studied in [7℄. This group, espeially
in the ase of a eld of nite harateristi, has been of high interest during the last
10-15 years. Without going into details we refer the reader to the survey [4℄, see also [1℄
where the ase k = Z is onsidered and where there are referenes to some more papers
published later.
The group J (k) is a topologial group in a natural way. Namely the set isomorphism
j : kℵ0 → J (k), given by (1), denes the "produt topology" on J (k). This topology
oinides with the inverse limit topology of groups Jm(k) onsidered further on.
Even if k is not  a priori a topologial ring we, as mentioned above, an supply it with
the disrete topology. This denes the 0-dimensional inverse limit topology on J (k),
(f. [1℄). The latter is the strongest topology on J (k) of all natural topologies but the
disrete one.
We assume that a topologial group G admits a ontinuous bijetion into a topologial
group H if there exists a ontinuous group-monomorphism φ : G −→ H . What is more, if
suh a monomorphism φ : G −→ H is at the same time a homeomorphism onto its image
we say that the topologial group G is embedded into the topologial group H . From
this point of view the group J (Z), although being neither ompat nor loally ompat,
nevertheless admits a ontinuous bijetion into a ompat group.
If we supply Z with the p-adi topology and if we embed Z into the ring Z(p) of p-adi
integers for a prime number p we an obtain the simplest and most natural ontinuous
bijetion of J (Z) into a ompat group. The ompatness of the ring Z(p) in the p-adi
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topology implies the ompatness of the group J (Z(p)), moreover J (Z) is an everywhere
dense subgroup therein.
It is easy to see that J (Z) is a residually nite group. Moreover it is approximated
by nite p-groups for any given prime p. Thus one an obtain some other interesting
ontinuous bijetions of J (Z) into ompat groups, for example into the group J (Zp)
where Zp = Z/pZ is a prime eld.
It is known that J (Zp) is a universal pro-p-group, that is every ountably based pro-p-
group an be embedded into J (Zp) (f., for example, [4℄). The universality of J (Zp) and
the approximability of J (Z) by nite p-groups easily imply that J (Z) admits ontinuous
bijetions into J (Zp). Unlike the bijetion into J (Z(p)) desribed above all suh bijetions
are unfortunately impliit.
One of the prinipal purposes of this paper is to show that J (Z) supplied with the
natural topology admits no embeddings into a loally ompat group.
Theorem 1. Let k be an innite disrete ommutative ring and let the group J (k) be
endowed with the inverse limit topology. Then J (k) does not admit any embedding into
a loally ompat group.
The following result shows that if we pass from Z to the residual eld Q the situation
beomes muh more rigid.
Theorem 2. Let k be a topologial ring ontaining the eld of rational numbers. Then
the group J (k) does not admit any ontinuous bijetion into a loally ompat group.
Here we don't make any assumptions about the topology of the ring k, no topologial
properties of the inlusion Q ⊂ k are assumed either.
Finally we note that the problem of embedding into loally ompat groups for J (Z)
(or J (k) for rings of general type) is interesting from both the view point of topology and
that of dynamis, in partiular when studying the amenability of suh groups. See [2℄ for
the latter question.
1. Embeddings of the group J (k)
Let the base ring k be supplied with some topology, the ase of the disrete one is of
speial interest. The orresponding inverse limit topology on the group J (k) is onsidered.
Subgroups
Jn(k) = {f(x) ∈ J (k)
∣∣α1 = α2 = ... = αn = 0}, n = 1, 2, ...
are normal and form a base of neighborhoods of the unity element. It is natural that
J0(k) = J (k). The following sequenes of nilpotent groups will also be useful
Jm(k) = J (k)
/
Jm(k), m = 1, 2, ... ; J
m
n (k) = Jn(k)
/
Jm(k), m > n . (2)
We divide the proof of the above results into several simpler steps. The veriation of
the following statements is not diult and we shall omit some part of the proofs.
Proposition 1.1. The mapping p : Jn(k)→ k, p(f) = αn+1 ∈ k indues an isomorphism
of the topologial groups pˆ : J n+1n (k)→ k, where k is only onsidered as an addition group.
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Proposition 1.2. If a monomorphism f : G → H of topologial groups is a topologial
embedding, then for any losed normal subgroup H1 ⊂ H the subgroup G1 = f
−1(H1) is a
losed normal subgroup in G, and the indued homomorphism of fator groups
fˆ : G/G1 → H/H1
is a topologial embedding.
Proposition 1.3. If X ⊂ Y is an everywhere dense subset in a spae Y having no isolated
points then X has no isolated points either.
Proof. Let x ∈ X be an isolated point in X , that is, x is an open subset of X . Choose
suh a neighborhood Vx of x in Y that Vx ∩X = x. Sine x is not an isolated point in Y ,
there exists a point y ∈ Vx \ x ⊂ Y \X . The set (Y \ x) ∩ Vx is a neighborhood of y and
it does not ontain any points in X . This ontradits the density of X in Y . 
Proposition 1.4. If a ompat group G has an isolated point, then it is nite.
Corollary 1.5. A topologial group ontaining an innite disrete subgroup annot be
imbedded into a ompat group.
Theorem 1 immediately follows from the following statement.
Theorem 1.6. If the additive group of a topologial ring k ontains an innite disrete
subgroup, then the group J (k) annot be embedded into a loally ompat group.
Proof. Let f : J (k) → H˜ be a topologial embedding and let H˜ be a loally ompat
group. Consider a ompat neighborhood V ⊂ H˜ of the identity. Then U = f−1(V ) ⊂
J (k) is a neighborhood of the identity in J (k). So there exists suh an index m that
Jm(k) ⊂ U . The subset f(Jm(k)) ⊂ V is a subgroup, so its losure H = f(Jm(k))
is a ompat group. It is easy to see that the restrition mapping (whih we denote
by the same symbol) f : Jm(k) → H is a topologial embedding. Sine the subgroup
G1 = Jm+1(k) ⊂ Jm(k) is losed and normal in Jm(k), then the losure of its image
H1 = f(G1) is a losed and normal subgroup of the ompat group H . Sine the subgroup
f(Jm(k)) is dense in H we have f(G1) = H1 ∩ f(Jm(k)).
Aording to Proposition 1.2 the indued mapping of fator groups
fˆ : Jm(k)/Jm+1(k)→ H/H1
is a topologial embedding. The isomorphism Jm(k)/Jm+1(k) ≃ k of Proposition 1.1
together with Corollary 1.5 lead to a ontradition. This ompletes the proof. 
2. Homomorphisms of J (Q) into ompat and loally ompat groups
As we saw in the introdution there are a lot of dierent ontinuous bijetions of J (Z)
not only into loally ompat groups but into ompat groups as well. The situation
radially hanges if we pass from integer oeients to rational ones.
Now we shall study the struture of (ontinuous) homomorphisms from J (Q) into
loally ompat groups. Theorem 2 stated in the introdution immediately follows from
the following stronger result, whih we shall prove in this setion.
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Theorem 2.1. Let G be a loally ompat group and φ : J (Q) −→ G be a (ontinuous)
homomorphism. Then there exists a natural number m suh that Jm(Q) ⊂ ker φ. If
furthermore G is ompat then J2(Q) ⊂ kerφ.
We reall (f., for example, [8℄) that a group G is alled (algebraially) omplete if for
any g ∈ G and any natural k there exists an element h ∈ G suh that hk = g. This
property is also known [14℄ as divisibility of a group.
Lemma 2.2. If k is a eld of zero harateristi then all the groups Jn(k), n = 1, 2, ...
are omplete, moreover the operation of taking the root is uniquely dened.
The proof is easy if we onsider the exponential map and in fat it an be understood
from setion 4 of [7℄. We should only note that the group Jn(Q) is atually the Malev
ompletion of Jn(Z). In other words Jn(Q) is the minimal omplete group ontaining
Jn(Z).
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a ompat onneted Lie group and φ : Jn(Q) −→ G be a ontin-
uous homomorphism. Then Im(φ) lies in a maximal torus of G.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assumeG = U(k) for some k. LetH = φ(Jn(Q))
and letH0 be the onneted omponent of the identity of this group. Sine H is a ompat
Lie group then the fator group H
/
H0 is nite.
Consider the sequene of homomorphisms
J (Q)
φ
−→H −→ H
/
H0.
The above omposition is trivial sine Jn(Q) is a omplete group, so H is a onneted Lie
subgroup of the unitary group U(k). Sine there are no small subgroups in Lie groups [10,
p. 107℄ then there exists a number m suh that Jm(Q) ⊂ ker φ. Thus the homomorphism
φ fators through the homomorphism φˆ : Jmn (Q) −→ H , so this implies the nilpoteny
of H . Applying the Lie theorem [11, p. 54℄ to H (sometimes this result is known as
the Kolhin-Malev theorem [8℄ and as the Lie-Kolhin theorem as well [15℄), we obtain
that all the matries of H have a ommon eigenvetor. This together with the unitary
property imply
H ⊂ U(1)×U(k − 1) ⊂ U(k).
Indutively applying the above Lie theorem k times we obtain that H lies in a maximal
torus of U(k). 
By [7, theorem 3.4℄ for a eld k of zero harateristi the equality
J2n+2(k) = [Jn(k),Jn(k)]
holds. Hene we immediately obtain
Corollary 2.4. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.3 the inlusion J2n+2(Q) ⊂ ker φ is
fullled.
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let U ⊂ X be a ompat neighborhood of
the identity. Sine φ is ontinuous there exists n suh that
φ
(
Jn(Q)
)
⊂ U.
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Thus we have the mapping φ : Jn(Q) −→ G
′
where G′ = φ
(
Jn(Q)
)
is a ompat group.
Aording to Pontryagin's theorem [13, theorem 68℄) G is developed into an inverse se-
quene of ompat Lie groups :
G1
pi21←−G2
pi32←− ...
pik
k−1
←−Gk
pi
k+1
k←− ...←− G′. (3)
Let πk : G
′ −→ Gk be the projetion of the limit group on the k-th term of (3). Let
φk = πk ◦ φ, k = 1, 2, ... . By applying Corollary 2.4 to eah of the homomorphisms
φk : Jn(Q) −→ Gk we get J2n+2(Q) ⊂ ker φk for all k. This implies
J2n+2(Q) ⊂ ker φ, (4)
so the rst part of the theorem has been proved.
In the ase of a ompat group G we an set n = 0 in (4), whih nishes the proof.
Remark 2.5. If a topologial ring k admits a ontinuous bijetion into a ompat ring
k′ then the group J (k) evidently admits a ontinuous bijetion into the ompat group
J (k′). If we pass from the ompat ase to the loally ompat one we have a quite
dierent situation. The ring of rational numbers Q supplied, for example, with the disrete
topology admits ontinuous bijetions into loally ompat rings, for example, into the
ring of p-adi numbers Q(p). Theorem 2.1 shows that if we pass from Q to the group J (Q)
the above property ompletely disappears. The latter group annot admit any ontinuous
bijetion into any loally ompat group.
3. Compressible topologial groups
Denition 3.1. A topologial group G is alled ompressible if for any neighborhood of
unity e ∈ U ⊂ G there exists an imbedding hU : G −→ G suh that ImhU ⊂ U . The
orresponding embedding hU is also alled ompression.
Example 3.2. Let H be a topologial group and let G = Hℵ0 be a ountable diret
produt. It is easy to see that the group G is ompressible.
All right shifts
hn(g1, g2, ...) = (e, e, ..., e, g1, g2, ...), n = 1, 2, ... ,
where e is the identity of G and g1 in the right side is situated on the (n+1)-th position,
an be taken as orresponding ompressions.
The situation an be radially dierent in the ase of limit groups of inverse sequenes
of topologial groups. In partiular, the p-adi solenoids are not ompressible groups.
Example 3.3. Let's onsider the group G = Homeo+[0, 1] of the homeomorphisms of
the interval [0, 1] preserving the endpoints. We suppose G is supplied with the natural
topology of a metri spae homeomorphism group.
Let f(x) ∈ G, we assume
hn
(
f
)
(x) =
1
n
f(nx), 0 ≤ x ≤
1
n
; hn
(
f
)
(x) = x,
1
n
≤ x ≤ 1.
It is lear that hn is an embedding of G into itself for any n. Moreover for an arbitrary
neighborhood U ⊂ G of the identity e = x there exists n suh that Imhn ⊂ U . Thus the
mappings hn, n = 1, 2, ... form a system of ompressions on G. Note that the Thompson
group F [5℄ is naturally embedded into Homeo+[0, 1], and this embedding is ompatible
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with the ompressions h2k , k = 1, 2, .... Thus h2k , k = 1, 2, ... are the ompressions of
the group F if it is supplied not with the disrete topology but with the topology indued
by the embedding F ⊂ Homeo+[0, 1].
Compressibility turns out to be an obstrution for a group to be embedded into loally
ompat groups.
Proposition 3.4. A ompressible group ontaining an innite disrete subgroup annot
be embedded into any loally ompat group.
Proof. Suppose the ontrary, let G ⊂ K where G is a ompressible group, and K is
loally ompat. Consider an arbitrary ompat neighborhood of identity V ⊂ K, and let
U = V ∩G be the orresponding neighborhood of identity in G. Consider a ompression
hU : G −→ U ⊂ V , it indues an imbedding hU : G −→ hU(G) where the group hU(G) is
ompat. This ontradits Corollary 1.5 sineG ontains an innite disrete subgroup. 
The homeomorphism group G of example 3.3 ontains innite disrete subgroups, the
subgroup generated by the mapping f(x) = x2, for example, is of suh a type. So the
group G annot be embedded into a loally ompat group.
Theorem 3.5. Any ompressible ompat group is zero-dimensional or innite-dimensional.
Proof. Let G be a ompressible ompat group of nite positive dimension n = dimG > 0.
By Pontryagin theorem [13, theorem 69℄ there exists a zero-dimensional normal subgroup
N in G suh that the fator group G/N is a Lie group. Let pN : G → G/N be a pro-
jetion. Sine Lie groups have no small subgroups there exists a neighborhood V of the
identity pN(e) in G/N whih does not ontain any nontrivial subgroups,. Consider the
neighborhood of identity U = p−1N (V ) in G and let hU : G −→ G be a orresponding
ompression. The subgroup H = pN
(
hU(G)
)
is in V therefore it is trivial. This implies
hU(G) ⊂ N . The above inlusion ontradits the dimension monotoniity priniple. So
the group G annot be of nite positive dimension. 
The ompatness hypothesis in Theorem 3.5 is signiant.
Example 3.6. For any natural number n there exists an algebraially omplete, on-
neted, loally onneted, separable, metrizable, ompressible groupGn, suh that dimGn =
n. In fat, for any n ∈ N Keesling [9℄ onstruted a onneted, loally onneted, alge-
braially omplete group Kn ⊂ R
n+1
, suh that dimKn = dim(Kn)
ℵ0 = n. Aording to
Example 3.2 Gn = (Kn)
ℵ0
is a group as desired.
Similar examples an be also onstruted in the lass of more speial groups like sub-
stitution groups J (k), see Proposition 4.6 below.
4. Dilation and ompressions on the group J (k)
For an arbitrary ring k the group J (k) admits two important topologial endomor-
phisms whih we desribe in this setion. For any element f(x) ∈ J (k) dened by
Formula (1) and for any t ∈ k we set
δt(f) =
1
t
f(tx) = x(1 + tα1x+ t
2α2x
2 + ...). (5)
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The seond part of equality (5) orretly denes δt for all t ∈ k, and the rst part of (5),
whih should be understood formally, implies that δt is an endomorphism of the group
J (k). If t is not a zero divisor in k then δt is an algebrai monomorphism. Furthermore
if k is disrete (just the ase we are interested in) then δt is an embedding of J (k) into
itself. Let the topologial endomorphism δt introdued in (5) be alled a dilation of J (k)
orresponding to a parameter t ∈ k. For any t, r ∈ k, (5) diretly implies δt ◦ δr = δtr.
Thus, if t is invertible in k then δt is an automorphism of J (k), and δt realizes an
embedding of the (multipliative) group of the invertible elements of the ring k into the
automorphism group Aut(J (k)).
To dene the other speial mapping of J (k) into itself we rewrite (1) as follows
f(x) = x(1 + xh(x)),
where h(x) = α1 +α2x+ ... is a formal power series with oeients in k. Further on, for
any natural integer s we set
Θs(f) = x
(
1 + s2xsh(s2xs)
) 1
s
, (6)
where the right hand side means a subsequent binomial series expansion together with
the raising of h(s2xs) to powers. To prove the orretness of (6) we use the following fat
of elementary analysis.
Lemma 4.1. For any natural integer s all positive index Taylor oeients of the funtion
u(z) =
(
1 + s2z
) 1
s
are integer and divisible by s.
Proof. Let
u(z) = 1 + β1z + β2z
2 + ...
be the expansion of u(z) at zero. The integrality of βk, k = 1, 2, ... and the divisibility
of these oeients by s will be proved by indution. By expanding u(z) into a binomial
series we obtain β1 = s. Suppose that the statement is proved for all βk, k < n, now we
prove it for βn. Setting uk(z) = β1z + β2z
2 + ...+ βkz
k
we obtain
u(z)s =
(
1 + un−1(z) + βnz
n +O(xn+1)
)s
=
(
1 + un−1(z) + βnz
n
)s
+O(xn+1) =
(
1+un−1(z)
)s
+sβnz
n+O(xn+1) = 1+sun−1(z)+
s∑
k=2
Cks (un−1(z))
k+sβnz
n+O(xn+1). (7)
Sine all the oeients of the polynomial un−1(z) are divisible by s, then the oeients
of
s∑
k=2
Cks (un−1(z))
k
are divisible by s2. By setting the sum of oeients attahed to
zn in the right hand side of (7) equal to zero, and aording to the funtional equation
u(z)s = 1 + s2z we obtain, for sβn, an integer expression divisible by s
2
. 
Remark 4.2. The above lemma is a partiular ase of a general result obtained by
Eisenstein, see [12, se. 8, hap. 3℄. If a series u(z) = β1z + β2z
2 + ... with rational
oeients is an algebrai funtion in z then there exists a natural number T suh that
the series u(Tz) = β1Tz + β2T
2z2 + ... has integer oeients. The least T whih verify
the above property is the so alled Eisenstein index. It an be expressed by prime divisors
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of oeients of the equation for u(z). Sometimes this expression an be rather omplex
whih we an see in the simplest ase
(
u(z)+1
)s
= 1+ z we are interested in. Lemma 4.1
shows that in the situation under onsideration we an hoose T = s2. The quantity
T = s2 exeeds, as a rule, the orresponding Eisenstein index but it is quite enough for
our purposes (f. [12, se. 8, hap. 3℄).
It is lear that for an arbitrary natural s all power series having the struture
f(x) = x(1 + α1x
s + α2x
2s + ...+ αnx
ns + ...), αn ∈ k
form a losed subgroup in J (k), whih we denote as J(s)(k) . For any s we have the
obvious inlusions J(s)(k) ⊂ Js−1(k). The subgroups J(s)(k) were losely studied in the
ase of a eld k of a positive harateristi, see, for example, [3℄. Some results obtained
in this artile are not related to phenomena of nite harateristi but they are of general
nature and they are subjet to the ompressibility sheme mentioned above.
Proposition 4.3. For an arbitrary natural s the mapping Θs is orretly dened, and it
is a homomorphism of the group J (k) into J(s)(k). If s = s1, 1 ∈ k is not a zero divisor
in k then Θs is a monomorphism; moreover if k is disrete then Θs is an embedding. If
s is invertible in k then Θs is an isomorphism of J (k) onto the group J(s)(k).
Proof. Lemma 4.1 immediately implies the orretness of the denition of Θs. If k is
a disrete ring the ontinuity of the above mapping is evident, in the general ase we
proeed as follows. If f(x) = x(1 + xh(x) +O(xk+2)), where h(x) ∈ k[z] is a polynomial
of degree k, then (6) implies
Θs(f(x)) = x(1 +H(x
s) +O(xs(k+2))),
where H(z) ∈ k[z] is a polynomial of degree k + 1 and moreover
H(z) + 1 =
(
1 + s2zh(s2z)
) 1
s mod zk+2.
So the oeients of H(z) are expressed by the oeients of h(x) by means of universal
integer polynomials. This implies the ontinuity of Θs. The formal presentation Θs =
θs ◦ δs2 implies that Θs is a homomorphism, here δs2 is the dilation with the parameter
s2 = s21 and
θs(f(x)) = f(x
s)
1
s . (8)
If f(x) = x(1 + αnx
n + ...), where αn 6= 0, then we have from (6)
Θs(f) = x
(
1 + s2n−1αnx
ns +O(xns+1)
)
.
This implies that Θs is a monomorphism in ase when s is not a zero divisor in k. Finally,
we note that for an arbitrary natural n formula (6) implies the existene of the indued
homomorphisms Θns : J
n−1(k) −→ J sn−1(k). By virtue of all the above arguments Θns is
a monomorphism if s is not a zero divisor in k. It remains to note that the disreteness
of k implies the disreteness of the groups J n(k), n = 1, 2, ..., i.e. the monomorphisms
Θns are topologial embeddings. It is easy to see that
Θs = lim
←−
n
Θns ,
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whih implies that Θs is an embedding. Finally, let s be invertible in k, and let
θˆs(f(x)) =
(
f(x
1
s )
)s
, (9)
so the mapping
Θˆs = δs−2 ◦ θˆs : J(s)(k) −→ J (k),
is orretly dened. The ontinuity and monomorphism of Θˆs an be veried in the same
way as in the ase of Θs onsidered above. Formulae (8) and (9) immediately imply the
equality Θˆs ◦Θs = id. The proof is omplete. 
Denition 4.4. We all the endomorphism Θs introdued in (6) a ompression in the
group J (k) with the oeient s.
Remark 4.5. If a ring k ontains the eld of rational numbers Q we an eliminate the
dilation by simply setting Θs = θs, where θs is dened by (8). In ase of the group J (R)
the ompression θs indues an endomorphism of the orresponding Lie algebra denoted
as θ∗s . In the anonial basis
L1 = {en, n = 1, 2, ...; [en, em] = (m− n)en+m}
it has a simple form θ∗s(en) =
1
s
esn, n = 1, 2, .... The mapping θ
∗
s is indued by the s-
sheeted overing of the irle if we interpret the elements of L1 as polynomial vetor elds
on it. The mapping θ∗s is universal, i.e. it is dened on all the algebras Lk, k = 0, 1, 2, ...
where the numeration of basis vetors is arried out for n ≥ k, and it is also dened on the
omplete Witt algebra L, where n runs all the integers. The analogs of the endomorphisms
θ∗s also exist in an arbitrary nite harateristi p when s is relatively prime with p.
Proposition 4.6. There exists suh a topologial ring with unity k that the substitution
group J (k) is a one-dimensional separable metrizable ompressible group.
Proof. Consider the Erdos spae E whih is the subset of the Hilbert spae ℓ2, that onsists
of sequenes of rational numbers.
Endow E with a ring struture as follows. Let elements of ℓ2 have oordinates x =
(x0, x1, x2, ...), write down this element x in the form x = (x0, x¯), where x¯ ontains all the
oordinates exept x0. To dene a multipliation on ℓ2 we set
xy = (x0y0, x0y¯ + y0x¯+ x¯y¯),
for two vetors x = (x0, x¯) and y = (y0, y¯), where x¯y¯ is the oordinate-wise multipliation.
It is lear that ℓ2 supplied with suh multipliation beomes an algebra with unity 1 =
(1, 0¯), and so E beomes a sub-ring with unity (and even a Q-algebra). We take the
topologial ring E just dened as the base ring k. The topologial spae E is one-
dimensional and all its nite powers are homeomorphi to itself, so they are also one-
dimensional. Its ountable power Eℵ0 proves to be also one-dimensional [6, examples
1.2.15 and 1.5.17℄. Thus the substitution group J (E) yields a desired example. Sine E
is a Q-algebra then homomorphisms (8) form a system of ompressions on J (E). 
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